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I have used this dictionary for a number of months now and have been very pleased with it.

Although the dictionary is small, the type is large enough for an old coot like me to read it, and the

words-to-be-defined are printed in a dark blue, thus increasing their visibility. The book is rather

thick, but the binding and covers have held up nicely. And although it is a basic dictionary, I have

found almost all the words that I have wanted to look up (in both the Italian and English sections),

and have been pleased with the quality of the translations. All in all, I would definitely recommend

this dictionary.

1. The cover has two layers. When my copy arrived, there was a tear on the inside layer of the front

cover. Shame on !2. Cons: The English-Italian section has International Phonetic Symbols for the

English pronunciation. I am an American English speaker. This dictionary seems meant tor an

Italian speaker learning British English. I do not need help with English pronunciation. I do need

healp with the Italian pronunciation, of course, as I am not an Italian speaker. There are no IPA

symbols for the Italian section. I wish there were IPA symbols next to the Italian words instead of



next to the English words. I could use notes about Italian usage instead of the notes about English

language usage.3. Pro: Small size. I have nothing else good to say.4. The copyright is 2011

Langenscheidt; this dictionary must be about the same as the Langenscheidt pocket Italian-English

dictionary.

Handy for when you need to look up a word, but you have to have some idea of the language. It

doesn't explain the different word choices and you can be quite wrong if you really don't have any

Italian at all. A phrasebook would be better, in that case.

I bought this little dictionary for the daughter of a friend who is spending a semester of college in

Italy. My friend recently reported that her daughter love this little dictionary and finds it extremely

useful. Simply, she never leaves her host home without it and she calls it her "Bible" for speaking

with the residents of her host country.

If you are a beginner learning the great Italian Language. This is the book for you!Very compact and

letters are the perfect font size. Easy to read and comprehend when your on the go or have spare

time to learn sentences.I give this product 5stars for its durability and user friendly productivity!Get

one, you will be satisfied.

This book is a lot smaller and fatter then I expected, but it fit in my purse perfectly. I think next time I

will purchase a book that also includes some phrases. I did not end up using it as much as I

expected, but was great to look up words as needed.

Nice little book to have for Italy. It has italian to english in the first half and the second half is english

to italian. Get this if you're smart and don't have much packing room. When visiting other countries,

try to speak their language - you'll be amazed how helpful it is.

Like all pocket Berlitz Dictionaries, it manages to capsulate the words you're most likely to need in a

hurry with an excellent highlighting system that makes it easy to find what you need quickly.
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